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ABSTRACT
A case of a huge carcinoid tumor of the ga】Ibladder in a

68‑year‑old Japanese

woman is reported herein. The patient presented with a huge mass in the right upper
quadrant of the abdomen without a carcinoid syndrome. Diagnostic modaliLies demons‑
trated a huge tumor suggesting some malignant tumors of the gallb】adder. Right
hepatectomy with cholecystectomy and regional nodal dissection was carried out. The
tumor together with the right hepatic lobe weighed 3,018 gm and the tumor itself mea‑
sured 23× 18× 16 cm in size. Upon bisection, it was solid and well circumscribed,
containing gallstones without any spread to tlle liver and regional lymph nodes.
Microscopically, the tumor was composed of solid or trabecular nests with atypical
polygonal cells which were argyrophil positive, expressed by CKA and chromogramn
A, but not by NSE. They possessed several dense core neurosecretory granules on
electron microscopic examination. Based on these morphological data, this carcinoid
tumor was thought to be categorized as an endocrine cell carcinoma of a poorly diffe‑
rentiated carcinoid. The patient expired eight months after surgery with massive
hepatic meLastases. This case might be the largest carcinoid tumor from this location
reported in literature.
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INTRODUCTION

agnosis of liver cell carcinoma. On admission,
she appeared lethargic. A huge tumor mass

Carcinoid tumors arising in the gallbladder

was palpated below the right costal margin

are smaller than those in the gastrointestinal

down to the right lower quadrant of the abdo‑

tract

, and are usually clearly diagnosed on

men. Her blood cell count was within normal

histopathological examination of the resected

limits. Liver function tests showed total bihr‑

gallbladders after cholecystectomy

'. On the

ubin 0.9 mg/dl (0.3‑0.8), GOT 54 IU/1 (10‑32),

other hand, some sarcomas such as rhabdomy‑

GPT 38 IU/1 (7‑36), alkaline phosphatase 389

osarcoma of the gallbladder have been reported

IU/1 (90‑265) and LDH

frequently to grow to a huge size . However,

HBs‑antigen and antibody were negative. AFP

we have never encountered a huge carcinoma of

(al fa‑fetoprotein) was

the gallbladder without massive hepatic metas‑

20), CEA (carcinoembryonic antigen) 2.5 ng/ml

tasis.

(lower than

The present case is a huge carcinoid tumor

859 IU/1 (240‑475).

313.9 ng/ml (lower than

2.5), and CA 19‑9 (carbohydrate

antigen 19‑9) 68.3

U/ml (lower than
83

37).

which remained confined to Lhe gallbladder

Serum serotonin was

without any macroscopic extension to the liver

however. urinary 5‑HIAA (5‑hydroxy indoleace・

ng/ml (20‑200);

and more distant metastases. This carcinoid

tic acid) was not examined before surgery. The

tumor might be the largest one from this loca‑

patient had not previously presented symptoms

tion reported in literature.

due to the carcinoid tumor.
Ultrasonography showed a large hypoechoic
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tumor with several strong internal echoes in the
anatomic location of the gallbladder. Computed
developed

tomography through the lower portion of the

postprandial epigastric discomfort for a few

right hepatic lobe demonstrated a we】 ‑circums‑

months,

cribed tumor with hypodense internal irregular,

A

68‑year‑o一d

and

Japanese

thereafter

noticed

woman

a

一arge

mass

in

the right upper quadrant of the abdomen. The

large areas. The ga一lbladder itself was not ouト

patient was referred to the Ryukyu University

lined and identified. Hepatic arteriography dis‑

Hospita一

in

August,

1988

with

a

possible

di‑

c一osed

the

right

hepatic

arteria一

branches

being
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stretched

around

the

一arge

tumor

with

medial

compression of the common hepatic and gastro‑
duodena】 arteries (Fig. 1). The cystic artery
could not be identified. The venous phase
showed it to be a hypovascular tumor.
Upon surgery, the tumor was found to ori‑
ginate from the ga】Ibladder. There were no
macroscopic spreads to the liver, and the re‑
gional lymph nodes were not enlarged. Right
hepatectomy together with cholecystectomy, and
nodal dissection encompassing the cystic and
pericholedochal nodes to the right para‑aortic
nodes was carried out.
The patient had been doing well for six
months after surgery. She expired two months
after her readmission due to massive hepatic
metastases. However. she had not displayed
any symptoms of a carcinoid tumor during this
Fig. 2. Macrophotographs of the resected specimen
showing a huge tumor of the gallbladder (top)

hospitalization period.

and its cut surface (bottom).

PATHOLOGY
Ma c ro scopy
The tumor together with the right hepatic
lobe weighed 3,018 gm and the tumor itself was
23× 18×16

cm in size. Upon bisection, it

appeared solid, welトcircumscribed and rep一aced

the whole gallbladder, which contained several
mixed‑type

cholestero一

stones

(Fig.

2).

Light microscopy
The resected tumor was fixed in a solution
of 10% formalin. Multiple sections were taken
for a histologic study, and processed in the
routine manner for paraffin embedding. These
sections were stained with hematoxyhn and
eosin and AB‑PAS (alcian‑blue‑PAS). After rec‑
ognition of the carcinoid tumor, Grimehus ni‑
trate method and immunohistochemical staining
by the PAP method were performed. Anti・
bodies against the following immunoreagents
Fig. 3. Microphotographs of the tumor showing solid
nests with atypical polygonal cells (top) and
pseudoglandular structures in the trabecular
nests (bottom) (Hematoxylin and eosin,×100)

were obtained from a Dako PAP kit (SantaBar‑
bara, CA) : CEA, chromogranin A and NSE
(neuron‑specific enolase).
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Fig. 5. DNA histogram of the tumor showing aneuploid
tumor.

by CEA and chromogranin A, but not by NSE.
Sections of the liver adjacent to the gallbladder
showed no tumor tissue and regional lymph
nodes revealed no metastatic foci.
Electron microscopy
For this study, formalin‑fixed tissue was
washed in water, post fixed in l% osmium tet‑

Fig. 4. Microphotograph of argyrophil positive tumor

raoxide, and embedded in Queto】 812. Sections

cells (top; Grimerius stain,×100) and electron
micrograph of the tumor cell demonstrating
several dense core neurosecretory granules
(bottom; magnification,× 20,000).

were

stained

with

uranyl

acetate

and

一ead

trate, and were examined with a Hitachi

ni‑

200

CX electron microscope.
Structures of the tumor cells were distorted,

The tumor was mostly composed of solid or

and several dense core neurosecretory granules

trabecular nests with polygonal ce】Is and deli‑

were observed (Fig. 4).

cate fibroconnective tissue. The tumor cells

Nucleaγ UNA analysis

showed pleomorphism with atypical and hyper‑

l00‑micron thick sections were made from

chromatic nuclei, and had faintly granular cyt0‑

paraffin‑embedded tissue for isolated cell

plasm. Many mitotic figures were observed

smears. Nuclear UNA content was measured by

throughout the tumor. In some areas, pseudog‑

the static cytofluorometry method

landular structures were evident in the trabecu‑

analysis, if the main peak of the DNA histogram

lar nests mimicking adenocarcinoma (Fig. 3). In

centers around the

a few areas at the periphery of the tumor as in

DNA distribution is similar to that of normal

a previously reported case ', apparent transi‑

lymphocytes, the tumor is classified as "di‑

tion between carcinoid and ordinary adenocarci‑

ploid.

noma was found. Carcinoid tumor cells showed

anoma一ous

argyrophihc reaction with negative argentaffin

presence of one or more anomalous peaks not

reactivity (Fig. 4). Alcian‑blue positive mucin

assignable to that of diploidy are considered as

were observed in the pseudoglandular lumen

aneuploid. The DNA histogram of our carci‑

and in the cytoplasm of ordinary adenocarcino‑

noid tumor showed the aneuploid pattern (Fig.

ma・ The carcinoid tumor cells were expressed

5).

. In DNA

2C region and the overall

By contrast, DNA histograms with an
position

of

the

first

major

peak

or
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but confined to the gallbladder. Furthermore. a
carcinoid syndrome is described to be not

Carcinoid tumors were originally considered
to be benign, but were later divided into benign

usually associated with poorly differentiated
carcinoids

】ヱ'.

Considering

these

facts

and

the

appear‑

data described in literature, it should be natural

ance of malignant variants. At present, iL is

that our patient did not develop a carcinoid

generally

syndrome. Unfortunate】y, in our patient, the

and

malignant

categories

accepted

that

fol一owing

al一

the

carcinoid

tumors

are

hormonal peptides were not examined because

potentially malignant
The wide clinicopathological spectrum of
carcinoid tumors has given rise to a number of

of lack of knowledge of the carcinoid tumor be‑
fore and at surgery.

new terms for carcinoid tumors based on the

Morphologically, the silver affinity of carci‑

controversial theories of the origin of the gas‑

noid tumors is an accurate diagnostic proce‑

trointestinal endocrine cells

In recent

dure, but it is variable and depends on the ana‑

years, the term "endocrine cell carcinoma" has

'.

tomic location of the tumors. In general, the

been proposed for a variety of carcinoid tumors

foregut carcinoid tumors are argyrophihc posi‑

(classical carcinoid, mucocarcinoid and endoc‑

tive but argentaffin negative "'. As mentioned

rine cell carcinoma) . An endocrine cell carci‑

before, the tumor in our patient was argyrophil

noma is defined as a malignant epithelial tumor

positive, but argentaffin negative.

′

consisting predominanLIy of neoplastic endoc‑

Recent advances in immunohistochemical stu‑

nne cells with pleomorphism, atypism and many

dies have brought about a clearer understand‑

mitoses. This tvpe of carcinoma could be mor‑

ing of carcinoid tumors. Although NSE was

phologically similar or the same as the atypical

first introduced as the universal marker for

or poorly differentiated carcinoids described in

these endocrine cell tumors, it has been now

the

found not to be reliable in excluding carcinomas

literature

り

The

tumor

in

our

case

appears to be histologically identical to an en‑
docrine cell carcinoma.
Gallbladder carcinoid tumors are very rare,
mostly

asympLomatic

L。'. Chromogranin, a marker of the endocrine
cel一

and

smal一

in

size,

and

are

granule

matrix,

has

been

shown

to

be

posi‑

tive in many carcinoids even when the tumor
ce一ls

contain

a

small

number

of

secretory

gra‑

often discovered incidentally at cholecystectomy

nules

for gallbladder diseases川. The present patient

expressed by NSE, but by chromogramn A.

had

svmp‑

Thus, histological and immunohistochemical dト

toms of a carcinoid syndrome and coexistent

agnostic modalities are not a】ways reliable in

gallstones

in

making a definitive diagnosis of carcinoid

the right upper quadrant of the abdomen.

tumors. Therefore, the demonstration of dense

Functional carcinoids are found most frequently

core neuros‑ecretory granules by electron mic‑

not

previous一y

until

she

presented

any

deve一oped

clinical

the

large

mass

. The tumor cells in our case were not

in those originating in the foregut and midgut.

roscopy remains the most accurate form of di‑

The gallbladder is the foregut derivative, never‑

agnosis of carcinoid tumors, especially of the

theless the carcinoid tumors of the gallbladder

atypical and poorly differentiated carcinoids

are commonly silent

like that in our case.

. A carcinoid syndrome

usually develops when the tumor is bulky and

On ultrastructural examination, the carcinoid

extensively involves the liver, which results in

tumor cells are characterized by dense core

failure to activate the normal peptides . The

neurosecretory granules. The granules in our

tumor in our patient was extraordinarily bulky,

case were sparsely observed, and this sparsity
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of the granules was thought to be secondary to

cinoids.

inadequate tissue preparation. However. the
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